
Run Report  
Miami Beach near Surf Club 

Slug 
 

A popular venue for Runs. Easy to understand as it has all the attributes which were on display for 
this holiday Run with an early start of 5pm. This allowed us to view the local wildlife, some Pretty 
in Pink, others not so pretty with body art and piercing. Either way it was great to see a sizeable 
portion of the population out and doing things, including a group of mainly old codgers, who shall 
be nameless.

SLUG drew symbols on the pavement for any hard of hearing and very soon we were on our way 
including KB, First time I have seen him on an actual Run in 8 years! He indicated that he was not 
sure which foot each shoe went on, but figured it out in time to set of at a lively running pace - 
more  -    later.


Slug had enlisted BENT BANANA to hang the lighting at risk 
to his safety, but did not seem to have provided for our Nosh.


No idea where the Run went. Nobody seemed to know. 
MAGICIAN announced that he had run to Northcliffe SLSC and 

back but that did not seem to be the real Trail.


The Walk went North then West then South following the path of SIR 
FERRET’S recent Birthday Run. Then East again past the Miami 

Tavern then North over the Miami Headland and back to the start.


On return SLUG had produced tasty treats that were quickly consumed. They went well with a 
cool ale that the lone BoozeMaster ARSENIC had on hand. 






HARDON was on hand as stand in HashCash and busily relieved us of funds 
assisted by the one armed GM.





TRUCKIE was disappointed that no chairs were required from his 
trailer as there seemed to be enough seating available courtesy 
GCCC.

He did give the trailer a hug in a tender moment and was pleased 
that BENT BANANA had looked after it well in his absence.


He also provided Birthday Beers to bring back tradition.


The Nosh slowly arrived and the queue shortened slowly. There was tasty Schintzel, two salads, 
crisp buttered bread. Yum.

This was followed by summer fruits with greek yoghurt. 

Excellent fare.


The GM ICEMAN called the Circle and reports came:

RUN: KY2KJELLY tried again to introduce a foreign scoring method to give his Report. He got to 
5+1 before he lost interest and dragged out BREWTUS, HOT DICK, SIR SLAB, SLUG for Down 
Down for various misdemeanours on the Run.

NOSH: NASTY restored order with a compliment to SLUG and KB on the Schnitzel and Salad and 
also the Nibbles and offered 8.5/10 without rating dessert.

WALK:  

1.VD strolled around with ROCKHARD and termed it pleasant and 
9/10.

2.LINK walked with SWOLLEN COLON to North Burleigh SLSC. 
There SC was not allowed entry as per Dress Code. He resolved this 
by taking a shirt left outside and donning it - problem solved. 
However, while they were there a runner came back to find his shirt 
missing and had an anxiety attack necessitating another run to calm 
himself. By his return SC had returned the shirt and left to get back 
to the Nosh. 10.5/10!


Pic of SC beside a Bike Tree - the only one of the Coast.


Acting RA, SWEATHOG took the stand and SIR BOTCHO complained that when the GM took his 
dive last week he was required to drive back to Helensvale meaning he had to stay sober.

KB told a story about his new running shoes




POW: Holder SIR TWO DOGS called out a cast 
of many including your Scribe - shame! He 
then explained that Richmond having won the 
AFL Final a week ago the value of his Giants 
number plate on the Merc had plummeted. It 
turned out that CUMSMOKE was entirely 
responsible for this and he was awarded the 
POW.


With the formalities nearly over the RA told a 
story about golf, left and right handed and the reason to be 30m minutes late for the game. Ask 
SWEATHOG.

SIR BOTCHO had a high tech joke but you had to be Hi Tech.

He also complained about non recognition of his 1200 Runs. Never fear BOTCHO, the 
HIERARCHY are onto it.

NWR: NASTY is offering WURST NOSH of the Year at Cascade Gardens for Octoberfest. All 
sourced from a German suppler. Wear your lederhosen or arrive in a Merc.


Following Run is GC600. Get racing!


But wait, there was more!

SBENDS had brought back Sake for the GM from his recent cruise around Japan and this was 
shared amongst the Pack











No Suburb History this week. 
Miami was covered recently. 

However with the GC600 close here is bit of Gold Coast motoring history: 

1954 Australian GP was run using Bundall/Ferry Road, Benowa Road, Ashmore Road. 
7th November 1954. 

I was there aged around 14. 
My father was back then a keen Rally competitor in his Ford Custom. single spinner. 

Click below for the full story 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1954_Australian_Grand_Prix

https://primotipo.com/2018/03/01/1954-australian-grand-prix-southport-qld/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1954_Australian_Grand_Prix
https://primotipo.com/2018/03/01/1954-australian-grand-prix-southport-qld/

